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Introduction
Some voyeurs prefer blondes or Asians or brunettes... but honestly, We Love Redheads too and when
you see the many scarlet haired hotties who are available for your inspection on this red-centric websites
- you'll probably be ready to admit that you have a fever for the flavor of some cinnamon snatch as well!

Adult Review
Redheads seem to have always been overlooked. Some think redheads are usually bitches quick to get angry, but they always
forget that with so much passion comes a wild sexual side not to be missed! We Love Redheads proves it. With copper haired
whores galore, the ginger wenches featured here are full of spunk and love to fuck whether it is with one or more well-hung
hunks or with other lusty scarlet sluts.  
  
  With 16 exclusive porn video episodes of redheaded unbridled sex filmed in resolutions as large as 1,068 X 600 HD, We
love Red Heads offers its members plenty of hardcore deep penetrating red-haired pussy footage to savor! Episodes are
usually 25-28 minutes long so they include a full sex session, not just a quick fuck her and forget her sort of scenario.
  
  Videos can be watched online using an excellent streaming Flash player or downloaded to your permanent collection if you
are in the mood to start collecting redheaded pornstars for your own personal hard drive xxx archive. Unfortunately, the last
update to We Love Red Heads was late in October of 2008 and with what seems to be a permanent collection of less than 18
scenes the site is smaller than most porn fans would hope. However, as just one of the dozens of pornsites included with your
full network access it becomes part of a far larger porn collection well worth joining if your interests extend beyond
redheaded whores having sex on camera.
  
  It's hard to pick a favorite scene among these famous ginger vixens but if The Tongue had to choose just one, it would be
redheaded nympho Marie McCray and her tight body in a video where grinds against Anthony's sex deprived cock and sucks
him off in the back of a moving van while visible to the public!
  
  Along with each episode, members get access to photo sets of 100-150 professional photos documenting the sexual antics of
these wild scarlet haired women. Members are also given a mind boggling amount of bonuses which include access to dozens
of hot and perverted XXX sites in a wide variety of niches which you can see listed on the right side of this review!

Porn Summary
Everything from sex in moving cars to hot girl on girl lesbian action and video anal virgins taking it up the ass for the first
time on camera are covered in the We Love Redheads members area but what makes the site different and interesting is the
fact that they have hand-picked the sexiest redheaded freckled whores to be the main focus of all the fucking and sucking.
The site does beg the question, if a redheaded slut has a quart of whit sticky cum in her hair - should she really still be
considered a redhead at that point?
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